In this paper, we present MAPWEB, a multiagent framework that integrates planning agents and WEB information retrieval agents. The goal of this f r a m e work is to deal with problems that require planning with information t o be gathered from t h e WEB. Bee a w of flexibility and efficiency reasons, MAPWEB dffouples planning fmm information gathering, by splitting a planning pmblem into two parts: solving an abstract pmblem and validating and Eompleting t h e abstract Bolutions by means of information gathering. Here, we focus on the planning process in order t o improve its efficiency. There are two ways of improving the efficiency of the MAPWEB planning algorithm: by accelerating the planning pmcesa itself and by storing previously solved planning pmblems. The first issue has been achieved by designing a cooperative planning algorithm that allows a set of planning agents to share plans and cooperate while planning t o gain in efficiency. The second issue is currently being designed and developed t o allow t h e planning agents to reuse the acquired knowledge. Finally, this paper presents the experimental evaluation of the cooperative planning process when it is used by t h e planning agents.
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K q p o d -
Because of planning being a hard task, MAPWEB decouples it into two processes: creating abstract plans (without accessing the Web) and then instantiating them by using the appropriate Web SOUIC~S. Time is saved because generating abstract plans is less time consuming and querying the Web can be guided by domain dependent heuristics. However, the problem is still too large if problems are complex. There are two ways of improving MAPWEB efficiency: in the abstract planning process and in the Web access process. This paper will focus in the former, and describes the cooperative planning algorithm which is used by the reasoning agents (PlannerAgents) 
MAPWEB ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the kind of agents who are involved in MAPWEB. The main goal of the agent SD ciety is to solve problems by using several AI classical techniques with the data retrieved from the WEB. So first, the multi-agent society will be described and how these agents using their skills find different solutions far a given problem. Second, the cooperative planning algorithm that is used to integrate classical planning with the WEB r e t r i e d information will be described in section 111.
MAPWEB is structured into several layers whme purpose is to isolate the user from the details of problem solving and WEB information retrieval. More specific d y , we considered three layers betwen users and the WEB: the Interface or User Agents that pay attention t o the users queries, the Reasoning Agents that actually only includes a set of planning agents, and finally the WEB Access Infomation Agents that are specialized in retrieving the information. This three-layer agent architecture can be seen in Figure MAPW~~depl~ysthisarchitecture~~ingaset ofhe& erogeneous agents. Next, each of these types of agents will be described:
UserAgents: they pay attention to user queries and display the solution(s) found by the system to the users.
when an UserAgent receives problem queries from the users, it sends them to the PlannerAgents and when they answer back with the plans, the UserAgent prcvides the solutions to the user. This agent allows the user t o change the behaviour of the multi-agent system modifying parameters such 89 the time response in the system, or the number of desired solutions.
. PlannerApnts: they receive an user query, build an abstract representation of it, and solve it by means of planning. Then, the PlannerAgents fill in the information details by queryir@he-WebAgents. ThE planner that has been used by the PlannerAgents is
. WebAgents: their main goal is to fill in the details of the abstfact plans obtained by the PlannerAgents.
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They obtain that information from the WEB by using a wrapper approarh.
These agents cooperate as follows (Section 111 and Figure 2 provide a detailed description of this process). First, the user interacts with the UserAgent to input the query. In the m e of the etourism application, the query captures information such as the departure and return dates and cities, one way or return trip, maximum number of transfers, and some preference criteria. This information is sent to the PlannerAgent, which transforms it into a planning problem. This planning problem retains only thme parts that are essential for the planning process, which is named the abstmct representation of the user query. With the specific information provided by the user and with the abstract r e p reentation of the problem, the PlannerAgent tries to divide the problem in subproblems and search for solutions using its planning skills, and the cooperation with other PlannerAgents in the society. The planning skill includes two modules: A non-linear planner generates several abstract sclutions for the user query. The planning operators in the abstract solutions require t o be completed and validated with actual information which is retrieved from the WEB. Therefore, the PlannerAgent sends information queries to specialized WebAgents, that return several records for each information query.
. A module that allows the cooperation with other agents in the society, especially with other PlannerAgents t o request solving subproblem using their planning skills, and with the WebAgents to request for specific information to complete the abstract solutions.
When the solutions to the subproblems are found, the PlannerAgent who initially received the problem, integrates and validates the solutions and returns them to the UserAgent, which in turn displays them t o the user. -(request-info, tell-info, finish): are used between agents to implement a protocol that allows them to send all the desired information in several steps.
COOPERATIVE PLANNING ALGORITHM
Since it is possible to use several PlaanerAgents when a MAPWEB agents configuration is created, they will use a cooperation prwess that allows to achieve two goals: minimize the computational effort in the solving process task; and obtain better and faster solutions through the acquired experience of other agents in the system. This section shows how the PlannerAgents achiews those goals, hy using a planning algorithm and case-hssed techniques. The algorithm is divided into three main processes: 1. Search, Retried and Adaptation of old cases, or s e lutions, stored hy the PlannerAgenis. Those solutions can he a complete (or a part of a) solution.
2.
Solving procgs using the planning skills for the global problem or the subproblem 171, if no solution(s) is found in the Case Base. This proneeds a set of subprocesses to allow the cooperation with the WP bAgents that will search in the WEB for the necessary information t o complete the abstract solutions. 3. Integration of the different partial solutions to generate the set of solutions, to the requested problem. Figure 2 shows the information flow in the PlannerAgent tasks. These processes begin when any PlannerAgent receives a query from another agent in the system. Then, the flow can be described as:
1. A PlannerAgent receives a problem from another agent in the system. 2. The PlannerAgent will search for the appropriate plans in its plan base. If it finds a solution for the prohlem request, it will send the solutions as the answer. 3. If the PlannerAgent does not find a solution, it will search for solutions to similar problems, which will he subsequently adapted and tested for validity. 4. If the agent found no solution, it will ask for help to other agents in the system. Other agents in the system will cooperate using their own knowledge to search for solution(8) that finally will be sent to the PlannerAgent that required them. 5. If no M d solution was obtained from the other agents, the agent will use its own problem solving skills. 6 . The solutions found will be integrated and sent to the agent that requested them.
This algorithm uses the acquired knowledge (old snccessful plans) by PlannerAgents to improve the solving process. Any PlannerAgenis can use several knowledge sources in the whole solving process:
. Plan Base. They are used by any PlannerAgent to learn from its previous experience in problem solving. They can store both complete plans and abstract plans (without details).
If a PlannerAgent has no stored information in its plan base, and has t o carry out several tasks, it can ask for help to other PlannerAgents in the s y s t e m . Those agents can use their own plan basg and their planningskills. This avoids that all the planning workload is carried out by a single PlannerAgent.
-Pmdrgy4.O. If no solution was found hy other means, the agent can use its own planning skills.
WebAgents. Once one or several abstract plans are ready, and no specific information was found to complete and validate them, the appropriate WehAgents will be asked t o perform this task.
Once the solving process has been described, we will describe how the plan bases are used by the PlannerAgents. A plan base is used by each PlannerAgent for learning from its own experience. It allows to store both complete plans and abstract plans. Thus, the PlannerAgents can search for old plans to solve new problems, and, therefore, avoid spending time while planning. In the extreme, if the PlannerAgeni could always retrieve complete plans, then cooperation with other agents, like WebAgents, would not be necessary.
Whenever a PlannerAgent stores a successful plan, it creates two indices t o represent it. The first one, called the Goal-index, is used to represent the specific information associated to the plan that was stored. The second one, called Abstract-Goal-index, allows to r e p resent the abstract plan that includes the previous information. Those indices are built as follows. Once the problem has been solved, the goals of the problem are associated with a key that identifies them, which is then introduced in the plan base. Figure 3 shows two SUC- ful plans that are stored in the plan base. The opere tors are instantiated with specific information (records) that could be shared among different plans. The plan is stored and characterised using the seqnenceof operators and the assaciated records. As it is shown in Figure 3, Plan-1 and Plan-2 share specific information that was retrieved by the WebAgents. This representation allows to store the plans in two tables, that facilitate the retrieval of complete plans or only parts of a specific (or abstract) plan.
For instance, let us consider a two-goal problem like ''travel from Madrid to Barcelona by plane and book a room for two nights". The indices would be built hy using the parameters [airplane, MAD, BCN. hotel, BCN, 21, which contain the specific information of the two goals to fulfill (MAD and BCN represent Madrid and Barcelona, respectively). Table I11 shows a representation of these indices for a set of plans stored by the Planner Agent.
Once a set of abstract plans (or subplans that solve a subproblem) and the asociated records has been obtained (from either other PlannerAgents or the WeOtlrer PlannerAgents.
. Fig. 2 . Information Raw in e . PlannerAgent when it receives a problem request from another agent in the system.
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TABLE 111
KEYS AND LNDlCES USED TO STORE INSTANTIATED PLANS bAgents), it is neceuary to generate the set of global solutions that define the answer returned by the agent.
So, if the problem is made of several stages, specific solutions will be obtained for each one of them. Any stage for which there is no solution will be labelled BS unsolved. Then, in order to generate the global solutions, the next algorithm is used: 1. Once all queried agents have answered, those operators in the plan squence that were fully instantiated will be selected. Every such opmator will have associated one or more (non-repeated) records. 2. Every instantiated operator is associated to its r e lated stage. Those stages whose operators have been completely instantiated are considered as correct. 3. Only plans whose all stages are correct are considered correct.
IV. E X P E~E N T A L EVALUAT~ON
This section evaluates empirically the previous coop erative planning algorithm. The experiments measure how it is possible to reduce the planning complexity of the problem by dividing it and distributing the work load using several agents. Different WebAgents will be used to retrieve heterogeneous information, and two different configurations, or topologies, of MAPWEB will be tested. The first topology will only have a PlannerAgent an all the planning problems will be achieved by itself. In the second topology two PlannerAgents will be used and the cooperation among them is passible. Table N shows the number of PlmnerAgeb and the specific WebAgents employed to build the different A set of ten problems will be posed for each topology. They are travel problems, where the different legs in the travel need planning and specific information to execute completely the trip. n b l e V shows a description -of the test problems used to evaluate the PlannerAgent planning algortithm. The problem have an increasing complexity due the number of legs of the travel (from two legs to five).
topologies. Tables VI and VI1 sbow the experimental results for the requested problems. These tables display the empirical evaluation for the topologiea described in Ta 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
When Tables VI and VI1 are analyzed, it can be concluded that by using several PlannerAgents, the workload is distributed among them, and the problem solving time is reduced. Two factors iduence the workload:
. The abstract planning process is distributed, which reduces the planning time.
. The query generation of a process is also distributed, which reduces the Web access time.
H-er, the time reduction depends on the complexity of the problem (i.e. number of stages). If there are few stages or the complexity of every stage is small, the gain is also small. In fact, in some cases the overload due to the agent communication process is larger than the gains due to parallelization, and the total gain is negative. For instance, there is no gain if only &transfers and 2 stages problems are sent t o the system because the negotiation required to distribute the workload take longer than the actual savings obtained by paralleliza- heterogeneous WEB sites (like taxi, bus, trains, etc.). In the future we plan to integrate these kind of sources, so that new solutions are achieved, which are not usually obtained by traditional travel W E B applications. 2. Reuse of information stored in WebAgents, given that these agents can learn from experience, and reuse information retrieved previously t o reduce WEB access.
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